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This short, 8question survey is being held to find out if independently published literary novels and
stories can be better brought to readers' attention by marketing them by theme, such as stories about
families, comingofage stories or other. I surveyed more than 20 authors of literary fiction to find out how
they described their books, and published a blog post proposing a new method for bringing such works
to readers' attention. Read more here: http://jaylemmingauthor.com/2016/12/04/marketingliterary
fictionsurveyresults.
If you identify yourself as a reader of literary fiction, please complete the questions below.
This survey is also collecting email addresses for the purposes of sharing the results with all participants.
This information will remain confidential. I will not share it with or sell it to any third party.
* Required

1. Email address *

2. 1. Do you actively search online for literary novels and stories to buy and read? *
Mark only one oval.
Always
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
3. 2. What methods do you use to search for books online? *
Check all that apply.
Amazon.com Kindle Store
Barnes & Noble / Nook
Kobo
Other retailer
Goodreads group
Google Search
Blog or blogging community (including book bloggers)
Electronic newsletter
Social media
Other:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1grXvQGcauQqad_eczTHvfahwJfwENsD1NtuVcuV37w0/edit
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4. 3. Which book bloggers, blog sites, enewsletters or other online promotional vehicles do you
use to find books? (Feel free to list as many as you like. You are not required to respond.)

5. 4. Do you read literary fiction because you feel it is the contemporary equivalent of the
classics, or because certain themes (such as family or comingofage stories) are of personal
interest? *
Mark only one oval.
I believe literary fiction is the contemporary equivalent of the classics, which I enjoy reading.
I enjoy reading literary stories about particular themes, such as stories about families or
comingofage stories.
Other:
6. 5. Please list the themes of greatest interest to you as it pertains to your reading preferences.
You may choose "I have no preference" or you may identify certain themes not in the list. (You
will have a chance to list them below). *
Check all that apply.
I have no preference.
I do prefer reading about certain story themes but they are not included in the list below.
Comingofage stories
Stories about families
Stories about the nature of home / the struggle of the individual to find their place in a
fragmented world
Stories about oppression and discrimination
Stories about failure and redemption
Stories about forbidden and destructive passion
Stories about urban or small town life
Stories about abuse and trauma
Stories about grief, despair and healing
7. 6. If you do enjoy reading literary stories about particular themes, but they're not listed in
Question 4, please feel free to list up to three themes below. (Ignore this question if it does
not apply.)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1grXvQGcauQqad_eczTHvfahwJfwENsD1NtuVcuV37w0/edit
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8. 7. Do you think connecting readers to independently published works of literary fiction by
theme would be effective? Before answering the question, ask yourself if YOU, personally,
would find this effective. *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
I really have no idea.
Other:
9. 8. Would you read a newsletter or visit a website that organized works of independently
published literary fiction by themes that were of interest to you? (i.e. selfpublished or
published by a smaller, indie press) *
Mark only one oval.
Absolutely.
Maybe
I might be interested but I already get too much email
Not interested at all.

Questions?
If you have any questions about the literary fiction survey for readers, please contact Jay Lemming at
jay@jaylemmingauthor.com. Please scroll down to submit your responses.

Send me a copy of my responses.
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